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About the Book 

Contents

The first edition of the book has been well-received, that has prompted the authors to produce its second edition with a purpose to 
empower the reader to develop FORTRAN programs. Assuming the reader has no prior familiarity with programming, the book 
introduces basic ideas of the problem-solving and FORTRAN programming with applications to various problems in mathematics, 
physics and statistics. Thus, this book is expected to be useful to the scientific and engineering community where extensive numerical 
computations are to be performed in these subjects. The present edition includes 58 algorithms, 50 flowcharts and 101 programs, with 
emphasis on solving non-linear or transcendental equations numerically by different methods. Besides, Euler and RK-4 methods have 
been used to solve 2nd order differential equations treating them as initial value problems. In addition, appendices have been given to 
introduce computer organization, disk operating system, FORTRAN file management and bugs in programming. Many new problems 
and short answer type questions have now been added in this edition. 

1. Fundamentals of Problem Solving 2. Fortran 77 : Essential Features 3. Fortran 77 : Advanced Features 4. Computer Problems - I 5. Computer Problems – II 6. Computer 
Problems - III, Appendix 1 : Hardware, Appendix 2: Software, Appendix 3: Handling of Fortran Files, Appendix 4: Program Errors

Computational 
Physics 

978-93-8061-869-2   •   340 (Pb)   •   2012   •   ` 295.00
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Solid State 
Physics

About the Book

Contents

This book Solid State Physics is an introductory text for undergraduate, postgraduate students of physics as well as for B. Tech. students. It 
can also be a good reference to material scientists. The book contains fifteen chapters and each chapter is provided with the MCQs, solved 
examples and problems.

The text has been presented in simple and lucid manner that helps student to grasp the subject-matter easily. The students will find a fair 
amount of detail in the examples and derivations given in the text. The first chapter deals with crystal structure, chemical bonding and defects 
in solids followedby basics of quantum mechanics, X-ray diffraction, lattice vibrations and thermal properties of solids. The foundation of solid 
state electronics is discussed in the next few chapters. Classical treatment of electronic behaviour in metals (Drude model) is discussed along 

with the free electron model leading to band theory of solids and semiconductors. Dielectric and magnetic properties are also described thereafter. Lastly, Magnetic resonance 
(ESR and NMR), Mössabuer effect, Superconductivity and a brief introduction to nanomaterials is also discussed.

1. Crystal Structure 2. Chemical Bonding in Solids 3. Defects in Solids 4. Elements of Quantum Mechanics 5. X-Ray Diffraction 6. Lattice Vibrations 7. Thermal  Properties of Solids 
8. Free Electron Theory of Metal 9. Band Theory 10. Semiconductors 11. Dielectric Properties of Solids 12. Magnetic Properties of Matter 13. Magnetic Resonance 
14. Superconductivity 15. Nanomaterials

Vimal Kumar Jain

978-93-8116-297-2   •   472 (Pb)   •   2013   •   ` 395.00

Electromagnetic 
Theory

P.K. Basu

About the Book

Contents 

Rapid advancement in electrical and electronic engineering in the past years can easily be linked to the study of electromagnetic waves, 
specially for communication purpose. In the present age of communications, be it radio wave, light wave, or satellite, fundamental principle 
is the transmission, propagation and receiving of electromagnetic waves. Although several books of this topic are available for the 
students, the several years of teaching experience of the authors feels the need of writing a book according to the use of engineering 
students in a simplest possible way.  We have tried to deal with the subject contents in a lucid manner so that they are able to understand 
the realization behind the mathematical concepts which are the backbone of this subject. All the subject fundamentals and related 
derivations are discussed in an easy and comprehensive way to make the students strong about the basics of the electromagnetic theory. 

The philosophy of presentation and material content in the book are based on concept based approach towards the subject. The key features also lies in the solutions of several 
interesting numerical problems so that the students should have the idea of the practical usages of the subject. 

1. Electromagnetic Theory Fundamentals 2. Static Electric Fields 3. Teady Magnetic Fields 4. Time Varying Fields and Maxwell's Equations 5. Reflection and Refraction of 
E.M.Waves 6. Transmission Line 7. Introduction to Smith Chart, Numerical Problems, Sample Questions, Index

978-93-8015-678-1   •   240 (Pb)   •   2010   •   ` 210.00
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About the Book
Conventionally, Kelvin probe is an established and powerful tool to measure the work function of metals and 
semiconductor surfaces; it is a non destructive technique; the surface remains virgin even after the measurement. 
With the emergence of nano and bio systems, the potential of kelvin probe is truly exceptional and still unexplored. 
The authors have designed and fabricated a Kelvin probe set up in their laboratory at Indian institute of Technology 
Madras, Chennai, India. The Kelvin probe equipment is now being manufactured by several companies. So far, 
the fundamentals and the research results on Kelvin probe are all scattered. This book has been planned in such a 
way that an outline of the required fundamentals, the rudiments of design factors and the possible precautions one 
has to exercise in the fabrication and assembling of the equipment are all pooled together to one place. Also, it is 
the intention of the authors to expose the power of Kelvin probe in conducting Photoemission yield spectroscopy and Surface photovoltage 
spectroscopy experiments. This book is a modest attempt to describe the fundamentals and the design aspects. It is the earnest hope of the authors 
that this book may be of good use to the researchers working in the aspects of surface science and surface engineering.

Kelvin Probe for Surface Engineeing 
Fundamentals and Design

A. Subrahmanyam, C. Suresh Kumar

978-81-9084-063-7   •   200 (Hb)   •   2010   •   ` 695.00

Elements of 
Modern Physics

About the Book

Contents

This book is thoroughly revised and updated providing a perspective of the important concepts and 
applications of contemporary Physics. The book emphasizes logical development of the subject and attempts 
to maintain rigor in the analytical discussions. The text has been presented in a concise and lucid manner. 
Every attempt has been made to introduce all aspects of this dynamic subject. A modern description of 
properties and interaction of particle is given along with discussions on topics such as cosmology, lasers and 
applications. The concepts are illustrated by numerous worked examples. Selected problems given at the end 
of each chapter help students to evaluate their skills. The book with its simple style, comprehensive and up-to-
date coverage should be highly useful for B.Sc. physics students, as well as engineering students studying 
core courses in physics.

1. Special Theory of Relativity 2. Introduction to Quantum Ideas 3. Elements of Quantum Theory 4. The One-Electron Atom 5. Atoms and Molecules 
6. Interaction with External Fields 7. Quantum Statistics 8. Solid State Physics 9. The Nucleus 10. Elementary Particles 11. General Relativity and 
Cosmology

S.H. Patil

978-93-8116-288-0   •   444 (Pb)   •   2012   •   ` 295.00
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Lasers
Techniques and Applications

About the Book

Contents

Laser Techniques and Applications provides a firm grounding in the fundamental concepts over governing the 
field of Optics. This textbook is useful for the students of B.E., B. Tech. and M. Tech. courses. The present book 
is an attempt to treat the subject of Laser as an introductory course. Attempts have also been made to cover the 
frontline areas in the subject. Photo Dissociation Laser, Ion and Atomic Laser, Molecular Lasers, Electro 
Ionization Laser, Chemical Lasers and Plasma Lasers have been discussed in details. Apart from Small Gas 
Laser and He–Ne Laser, CO2 Laser, and Eximer Laser have also been highlighted. Solid State Laser, 
Semiconductor Laser and Dye Laser have been discussed properly in the present edition. The development of 
Laser and its various applications in Communications, Radiation, Medicine, Holography etc., has been given 
due importance. 

Some of the future applications of Laser are as a general research laboratory tools for alignment, as a tool for surveying and alignment, for medical 
instruments—in treatments and surgery of eyes, as a fixed optical frequency source for interferometer illumination and for Raman spectroscopy, as 
a narrow beam source for mashing operations―cutting, trimming, drilling and welding, and as a tool for mining and tunnelling through rocks. 

1. Lasers: A Short Introduction, 2. The Peculiar Properties of Laser Light, 3. Types of Lasers, 4. Gas Lasers, 5. Solid State Lasers, 6. Semiconductor 
Lasers, 7. Dye Lasers, 8. Highlights in the Development of Laser, 9. Optical Resonators, 10. Line Shapes and Threshold Condition of Oscillation 
with Lasers, 11. Non-linear Optics 12. Far Ultraviolet and X-ray Laser 13. Theory of Laser, 14. Applications of Laser, Index

B.M.K. Prasad

978-93-8015-637-8   •   440 (Hb)   •   2011   •    ` 995.00
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About the Book

Contents

The year 2009 is being recognised as the international year of astronomy (IYA) to mark the four hundredth anniversary of the historical 
occasion in the year 1609 when Galileo Galilei used the then newly invented telescope to observe astronomical objects. 

Many activities have been planned to commemorate IYA-09. Towards this we feel that an Astronomy Quiz book, along with introductory 
notes on a wide variety of topics in astronomy, would be very timely. We have, in this book, a thousand interesting trivia related to all aspects 
of astronomy. Also included are introduction to wide range of topics on modern astronomy, including planets, stars, space probes, 
astronomers: facts and discoveries, historical facts, observatories, etc. This book will be of good interest to both general public as well as to 
students interested in astronomy and its many interesting fields. 

Preface, International Year of Astronomy, 2009, 1. The Solar System, 2. Stellar Evolution, 3. Black Holes, 4. Galaxies, 5. Dark Matter and Dark Energy, Astronomy Quiz Questions, 
Astronomy Quiz Answers.

Modern Astronomy 
Startling Facts
With 1001 Questions and Answers

C. Sivaram

978-93-8015-605-7   •   182 (Pb)   •   2009   •   ` 250.00

Learning 
Physics

About the Book

Contents

Ÿ Learning Physics for standard X (C.B.S.E.) has been written in a simple style so that a student reading it 
can understand by himself the various concepts and their applications

Ÿ A large number of worked examples with detailed explanations have been included to enhance the 
problem solving skills of the student

Ÿ In-depth solutions are provided to various numerical problems which will give the student necessary 
foundation for his preparations for competitive exams like IIT JEE, AIEEE, etc.,

Ÿ All the previous years' board questions and board sample papers questions are provided chapter-wise
Ÿ Solutions to all the N.C.E.R.T text book exercise problems are provided
Ÿ A good number of extra problems with answers are given for practice 

1. Light – Reflection and Refraction 2. The Human Eye and Colorful World 3. Electricity  4. Magnetic Effects of Electric Current  5. Sources of Energy

A. Rajagopal

978-93-8015-654-5   •   224 (Pb)   •   2010   •   ` 135.00

Solid State
Engineering Physics

About the Book

Contents

The development of many advanced technologies has made life easier. To apply the materials in any field we should aware of the 
internal structure of the materials. Crystal structure deals with the repetitive atomic arrangement and a related fundamental of it is 
described in Chapter-I. Chapter-II is about Quantum physics, which completely revolutionized the realization or the thought processes 
related to every phenomenon especially in the atomic scale. As we all now expect the twenty first century as the century of 
nanomaterials, we should have a complete understanding of quantum physics as a building block.

The valence shell electrons of metals are responsible for overall behaviour of metal. Modifications in the previous theory have been 
made by applying quantum mechanics and are discussed in Chapter-III. The understanding of semiconductor materials requires 
different approach other than metals and is discussed in Chapter-IV. The electrons in solid crystalline materials are under the influence 

of a periodic electric field produced by regularly placed ions at their lattice sites of the crystal. 

The popularity of photosensors arises due to their compactness, low cost, simple operational procedures, high sensitivity, high response speed, minimum noise and outstanding 
reliability besides other advantages. These are discussed in Chapter-V.  The control of microstructure for obtaining the desired magnetic properties is today almost as important as 
the control necessary for achieving their optimum mechanical properties. The magnetic materials make considerable change in magnetic field by magnetization and they are 
described in Chapter-VI. 

Superconductors are presently materials of high interest. In Chapter-VII, the zero resistivity along with perfect diamagnetic property of them are discussed in details.  
Nanotechnology is the interdisciplinary technology of the 21st century and it will clearly decide the fate of our civilization in future. Explosive growth is currently taking place in this 
field. In Chapter-VIII we have introduced nanotechnology by explaining the basics of it with historical developments. In Chapter-IX different sophisticated tools required for the 
characterization in and beyond nanoscale, e.g., electron microscopes and spectroscopic instruments are explained with suitable diagrams. 

Preface 1. Crystal Structure 2. Quantum Physics 3. Free Electron Theory 4. Band Theory 5. Photoconductivity and Photovoltaics 6. Magnetic Materials 7. Superconductivity 
8. Introduction to Nanotechnology 9. Preparation and Characterization of Nanoparticles Numericals, Assignment Questions, Index.

Prabir K Basu, Hrishikesh Dhasmana

978-93-8015-624-8   •   184 (Pb)   •   2009   •   ` 225.00
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Classical Mechanics 

Vimal Kumar Jain

About the Book

Contents

Classical Mechanics in designed as a textbook for graduate and postgraduate students of Physics. It begins with an introduction to Particle 
Dynamics. The book deals with Lagrangian dynamics, Hamiltons equations, Symmetry and conservation laws, Small oscillation, Hamiltons 
Principle, Principle of least action, Motion in non-inertial reference frame, Canonical transformations, Hamilton Jacobi equation, Action and 
angle variables, Central force motion, Rutherford scattering and Dynamics of rigid body.

Salient features of the book
•  Easy to understand and simple language  • Solved Examples  • Objective Type Questions •  Problems at the end of each chapter

Preface : 1. Introduction to Particle Dynamics 2. Lagrangian Formulation 3. Hamiltons Equations 4. Symmetry and Conservation Laws 5. 
Small Oscillation 6. Variational Basics of Mechanics-Hamiltons Principle 7. Motion in Non-Inertial Reference Frame 8. Canonical Transformations 9. Hamilton Jacobi Equation 10. 
Central Forces Motion 11. Rutherford Scattering 12. Dynamics of Rigid Body, Answers to Objective Type Questions, Selected Bibliography, Index.

978-81-9084-061-3   •   296 (Pb)   •   2009   •   ` 250.00

Quantum 
Mechanics

Concepts and 
Applications, 2/ed

Zettili

Environmental
Physics

Sustainable Energy and 
Climate Change, 3/ed

Boeker

978-04-7066-676-0   •   456 (Pb)   •   2005   •   US$ 59.95

Understanding
Physics

2/ed

Michael Mansfield
Colm O'Sullivan 

Workshop Physics 
Activity Guide 

Core Volume with
Module 1
Mechanics I

Priscilla W. Laws

978-04-7002-679-3   •   688 (Pb)   •   2009   •   US$ 80.00

978-04-7074-637-0   •   694 (Pb)   •   2011   •   US$ 63.5 978-04-7164-140-7   •   280 (Pb)   •   2004   •   US$ 71.95

BEST SELLER
BEST SELLER

About the Book

Contents

Physics for Engineers is written purely keeping in mind the syllabus revised for the first year engineering curriculum from the academic year 
2007-2008. The syllabus of IInd semester is classified into six different modules that are further divided into eight chapters. All the chapters 
are covered in terms of theory, application and relevance to the threshold problems. Every chapter has a sound introduction and in-depth 
concept clarity to the application.

Topics on Optics, Lasers, Quantum mechanics and magnetism are dealt in a more scientific way, whereas the chapters on Vacuum and Bio-
physics are detailed in light of modern developments. Overall, the style of technical presentation is of very high quality. This book not only 
acts as the text book but also it is the best resource for the applied physics learner.

Preface 1. Interference 2. Diffraction 3. Optical Fiber 4. Lasers 5. Quantum Mechanics 6. Magnetism 7. Bio-Physics 8. Vacuum Technology

Physics for Engineers

G.M. Joshi, V.R. Deo, S.N. Patil, V.D. Patil

978-81-8052-207-9   •   160 (Pb)   •   2008   •   ` 125.00
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Statistical 
Field Theory

An Introduction to Exactly
 Solved Models in Statistical 

Physics 

Giuseppe Mussardo

Quantum
Optics

An Introduction

Mark Fox

978-01-9957-140-6 •   ` 895.00   •   396 (Pb)   •   2009   978-01-9806-683-5 •   ` 995.00   •   778 (Pb)   •   2010   

Essential
Quantum

Mechanics

Gary E. Bowman

978-01-9964-633-3   •   220 (Pb)   •   2011   •   ` 595.00

Gauge Theory
of Elementary

Particle Physics

Ta-Pei Cheng 
Ling-Fong Li 

Nonequilibrium
Statistical

Physics
Linear Irreversible

 Processes

Noelle Pottier

Gauge Theory 
of Elementary 

Particle Physics
Problems & Solutions

Ta-Pei Cheng
Ling-Fong Li 

978-01-9569-113-9 `   •   548 (Pb)   •   2009   •    695.00

978-01-9569-328-7 `    •   316 (Pb)   •   2008   •   695.00 978-01-9959-113-8 `   •   512 (Pb)   •   2010   •    995.00

Field 
Quantization

Walter Greiner 
Joachim Reinhardt 

Basic 
Relativity

Richard A. Mould

978-81-8128-216-3 •   ` 695.00   •   468 (Pb)   •   2008   978-81-8489-037-2 •   ` 995.00   •   558 (Pb)   •   2009   
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Fluid 
Mechanics

Problems & Solutions

Joseph H. Spurk

Fluid 
Mechanics

Joseph H. Spurk
 Nuri Aksel

978-81-8128-388-7 •   ` 595.00   •   526 (Pb)   •   2008   

Foundations of
Fluid Dynamics

Giovanni Gallavotti

Gauge Theory
of Weak

Interactions
3/ed

Greiner

978-81-8128-387-0 •   ` 595.00   •   620 (Pb)   •   2006   

978-81-8489-452-3  ` 895.00   •   538 (Pb)   •   2010   •   978-81-8489-041-9 •    ` 995.00   •   416 (Pb)   •   2009   

An Introduction 
to Laser 

Spectroscopy
2/ed

David L. Andrews
Andrey A. Demidov 

Introduction 
to Optics

Gremain Chartier

978-81-8128-382-5  ` 695.00   •   388 (Pb)   •   2009   •   978-03-8740-346-5 •    ` 995.00   •   614 (Pb)   •   2010   

Mathematical 
Methods of

Quantum Optics

Ravinder R. Puri

Optics
Learning by Computing, 

with Examples Using Maple, 
MathCad®, Matlab®, 

Mathematica®, and Maple® 
2/ed

Karl Dieter Moeller

978-81-8489-330-4  ` 795.00   •   300 (Pb)   •   2001   •   978-81-8489-473-8 •    ` 995.00   •   470 (Hb)   •   2007   
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Statistical 
Physics

Herman

Solid
State Theory

An Introduction

Ulrich Rössler

978-81-8489-446-2 •   ` 695.00   •   386 (Pb)   •   2010   978-81-8489-321-2 •   ` 795.00   •   296 (Pb)   •   2005   

Physics of
Semiconductors

B. Sapoval
C. Hermann 

978-81-8128-180-7 `   •   330 (Pb)   •   2004   •    795.00

Quantum 
Mechanics

Special Chapters

Walter Greiner

A Short Course
in General 
Relativity

3/ed

James A. Foster
J. David Nightingale 

Relativistic
Quantum

Mechanics
Wave Equations, 3/ed

Walter Greiner

978-81-8489-035-8 `   •   396 (Pb)   •   2008   •    995.00

978-81-8128-612-3 `   •   444 (Pb)   •   2007   •    695.00 978-81-8489-457-8 `   •   240 (Pb)   •   2010   •    595.00

Solid
State Physics

An Introduction to Principles
 of Materials Science 

4/ed

Harald Ibach
Hans Lüth 

Fundamentals of
Semiconductor

Lasers

Takahiro Numai

978-81-8489-318-2 •   ` 795.00   •   272 (Pb)   •   2006   978-81-8128-161-6 •   ` 295.00   •   514 (Pb)   •   2009   

BEST SELLER

BEST SELLER
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Advanced Fluid 
Mechanics

William Graebel

978-81-3122-009-2 •   ` 695.00   •   000 (Pb)   •   2009   

The Physics 
of Carbon 
Nanotube 

Devices

Francois Leonard

978-93-8229-115-2 •   ` 2995.00   •   300 (Hb)   •   2008   
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